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CardsOnline
Active ID App
Your Mobile Identity

An active
connection with

CardsOnline
keeps your IDs

up-to-date

CardsOnline offers a complete card management system with card 
design, data management, card production and now with a focus on 
the issuance of Digital IDs the Active ID App.

Active ID App is developed for Apple & Android mobile devices, holds 
Active IDs and has an active connection with CardsOnline. 

Administrators can design, manage, and issue Active IDs in 
CardsOnline to card holders using the data manager. The card holder 
can be alerted on the new ID by a push message from the app. 
The card holder can accept and open their Active ID to use as 
Employee Badge, Student ID, Member ID, or Temporary ID.

CARDSONLINE ACTIVE ID APP

Up-to-date

An Active ID has a secure 
active connection with 
CardsOnline and is always 
up to date. Changes to data 
can be pushed immediately.

Fully Localized

The Active ID App is fully 
localized, the application 
uses the language of the 
cardholders’ device.

Brand Identity

Your brand identity is what 
makes you instantly recog-
nizable to your cardholders. 
Use your own brand with the 
Active ID App and its 
emails. Add your own logo 
and brand colors.

Design & Issue

Use the CardsOnline Card 
Designer to create a digital 
card design for mobile to 
use as Active ID. Push 
Active IDs via the data 
manager to the cardholders’ 
Active ID App, cardholders 
receive a notice email.
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“Use your brand style with the Active ID emails & App”

CONTACT US
ScreenCheck
Koraalrood 33, 
2718 SB  Zoetermeer,  Netherlands

+31 (0)79 360 1160
sales@screencheck.com
www.screencheck.com

CardsOnline offers the solution 
for designing, producing and 
managing cards at an unlimited 
number of locations using one 
online system. 

Contact us for more 
information and a demo.

DEMO REQUEST

Download the Active ID App

Your Active ID App with your own brand 
design will be available in the Google 
Play Store or the Apple App Store for 
your card holders to download. When 
an Active ID is issued, the card holder 
receives a notification email with 
instructions on how to download the 
app and use their Active ID.

The Menu

The Active ID App menu offers 
navigation to email verification, 
new passes, account information, 
settings and the Active passes 
available for the cardholders to 
use as identification.

Active Passes

Active passes shows the availabe 
Active IDs issued to the cardholder by a 
CardsOnline Administrator. They can swipe 
through the different types of passes, like 
their employee ID and an access invite for 
a company event for example.


